Abstract -The power and thermal issues have become one of the major design challenges for the development of modern computing systems. Developing an effective Dynamic thermal management algorithm for the practical multi-core computing system to deliver maximal throughput without encountering temperature emergencies becomes highly demanded. In this paper, we first identify the limitation of the existing theoretical work, and we introduce an enhanced reactive thermal management algorithm based on the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technique. Then, we develop a new temperature prediction technique and migration scheme that take the local temperature of a core as well as the impacts from neighboring cores into consideration and we validate our algorithm on an Intel desktop. The experimental results show that our approach can significantly improve the throughput while satisfying the temperature constraint compared to the conventional approach.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing demand for the higher computation capability, the size of transistors is continuously shrinking, and more and more transistors are integrated into a single chip to build up more complicated circuit architectures, i.e. chip multiprocessors (CMPs). As a result, the power density of the IC chip exponentially increases, and also generates a large amount of heat. The rapidly growing heat generation greatly increases the packaging/cooling costs, and adversely affects the performance and reliability of a computing system. Besides, the increased heat generation may reduce processor life span, even force the computing system to completely shut down to prevent permanent physical damage to the processor [25] . Therefore, an effective thermal management solution is highly desirable, not only to balance the chip's temperature but also to enable the computing system to operate at a high computing performance without exceeding its temperature limit.
Dynamic thermal management (DTM) technique, as one of the most effective approaches to address the power and thermal design issue, has been researched extensively in recent years. Some of the researches are focusing on the thermal aware performance maximization problem [5, 31, 32, 18, 21] . To solve this problem, the DVFS technique has been widely used to develop the thermal-aware DTM algorithms [16, 15, 24, 11, 20] . It can control the temperature by dynamically adjusting the processor speed based on the workload. Thus, some researches have been done based on this characteristic. Zhang and Chatha [31] presented a pseudo-polynomial time speed assigning algorithm based on dynamic programming to minimize the total execution latency. They further developed several heuristics [32] to maximize the throughput of a real-time system by sequencing the execution of a task set consisting of tasks with different power and thermal characteristics for processors with and without DVFS capabilities. Chantem et al. [5] proposed one methodology to run real-time tasks by frequently switching between the two speeds which are neighboring to the constant speed whose stable temperature is the given peak temperature limit. However, DVFS techniques sacrifice the performance to cool down the temperature. Task migration is an alternative technique to manage the temperature by balancing the workload among CPU cores without slowing down the processing speed [30, 15, 12, 29, 9, 23, 19] . For example, Fabrizio et al. [22] presented a lightweight thermal balancing policy, which could minimize the on-chip temperature gradients by using the task migration technique. Coskun [10] et al. proposed a thermal aware scheduling algorithm, which migrates tasks according to the calculated priority. However, the above theoretical works are based on simplified models and idealized assumptions, such as the accurate temperatures of processors are readily available, which is not necessarily true on a practical platform.
When DTM techniques are applied for real applications, they must deal with important practical details in the physical environment. To this end, many researches have been carried out based on practical hardware platforms [3, 6, 4, 21, 28, 14] . For example, Yefu [27] et al. proposed a chip-level power management algorithm by using control theory and implemented their algorithm on an Intel Xeon desktop. Ahn [3] et al. developed and validated a heuristic to reduce the power consumption and control the temperature on the Intel Centrino Duo and ARM-11 MPCore platforms. The above algorithms rely on the thermal sensor reading to trigger their DTM actions. Since the thermal sensor lacks accuracy due to their placement location and long latency, the effectiveness of the DTM techniques can be severely degraded. To address this issue, performance counters have been used as a soft sensor to develop more accurate thermal modules [7, 17] . Even though the thermal sensor can accurately detect a thermal emergency when temperature reaches the threshold, it still takes 100 to 200 millisecond for the DTM manager to decrease the frequency or migrate the hot task to a different processor [16] . As a result, the temperature would exceed the threshold before the algorithm takes effect. To this end, predicting the potential thermal emergency before thermal failure occurring is a very important feature for the DTM algorithm [12] . In response to this, Inchoon [30] et al. proposed a temperature prediction algorithm, which takes the application's thermal behavior into consideration. Khan [15] et al. developed an alternative thermal management schedule which combined temperature history based prediction and task migration techniques to efficiently control the CPU temperature under threshold. However, they assumed that at each sampling point, the temperature will increase at the same rate until it reaches the threshold, which is not true for the practical scenario.
In this paper, we first identify several limitations of existing theoretical algorithms on the practical desktop platform and develop a reactive thermal aware DVFS algorithm to evaluate the efficiency of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling technique on the practical computing system. Then, we analyze the drawbacks of the reactive DTM approach and propose an on-line predictive thermal management algorithm to maximize the throughput on multi-core systems while satisfying the peak temperature constraint. Compared with the previous work, we make three major contributions in this work:
• We develop a temperature prediction method, which can predict the temperature of a core more accurately by taking its temperature as well as the neighboring impacts into consideration.
• We develop a new task migration strategy. While it has been a common approach to migrate tasks from the hottest to the coolest core, our approach chooses the destination core differently. We choose the destination core not only by its current temperature, but also by the temperature trends as well as the neighboring impacts as well.
• We validate our algorithm on a practical hardware test bed, i.e. a desktop workstation with an Intel i5 750 quad core microprocessor. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm can significantly outperform the previous approachs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first discuss the limitation of the theoretical work, and then use an example to motivate our research. To overcome the hardware limitations, we introduce an enhanced reactive approach in Section 3. We present the neighbor-aware temperature prediction technique in Section 4, and propose our predictive thermal-aware algorithm in Section 5. Experimental results are discussed in Section 6, and the conclusion is given in Section 7.
PRELIMINARY
In this section, we first introduce the related theoretical work on throughput maximization and their limitations. Then we give motivational examples to introduce the design constraints to develop an effective dynamic thermal management algorithm.
Motivational example
As discussed in Section 1, many researches have been published to address the thermal aware performance maximization problem [5, 31, 32] . However, most of these approaches require detailed knowledge of processes running on the platform, such as the exact numbers of processes and their execution times, which is not always available on a general computing platform such as the desktop. Some other information such as the thermal resistance and the thermal capacitance, which are essential to build the thermal model for the processor, are also not immediately available.
To develop a general thermal aware scheduling algorithm for the desktop computing platform, the less information is required regarding the processes and platform, the more effective can the algorithm be. In this regard, the reactive two speed scheduling approach, proposed by Wang et al [26] , seems to be a good choice. According to this algorithm, the processor runs at the maximum speed before it reaches the temperature limit and then runs at a speed, so called the equilibrium speed, to maintain this temperature. It has been proved [8] , theoretically, this is the optimal approach to maximize the workload under a peak temperature constraint.
However, there are several drawbacks in this approach. First, since most processors support only discrete levels of working frequencies. The ideal equilibrium speed may not always be available for a given peak temperature constraint. Second, the power consumption of the processor varies with not only the processor speeds, but also other factors such as the types of processes, operating temperature, etc. In fact, even a single processor running a single process may have different power consumptions at different times [16] . Therefore, the the equilibrium speed is not unique and constant at all, and it is simply not possible to simply set a processor to a constant speed once and for all to maintain a constant temperature.
Dealing with these problems, another approach [25] , as shown in Figure 1 , seems to be more flexible. This approach assumes no a priori knowledge of the applications running on the computing system at all. It monitors the chip temperature regularly and adjusts the processor speed dynamically. At each temperature sampling point, if the current temperature does not reach the threshold, the processor speed is elevated to one level higher. Otherwise, if the current temperature equals or exceeds the temperature limit, the processor speed is changed to one level lower to cool down the temperature.
At first sight, it seems that this approach solves all the problems mentioned above. It naturally assumes the processor has a discrete working frequency levels. It does not assume any a priori knowledge of the programs running on the processor either. However, there are still a few problems that make this approach less effective in a practical desktop environment. First, this approach assumes that the instant temperature information is available immediately and accurately. Second, updating the frequency level one at a time might not be quick enough to respond to temperature change and meet the temperature constraint.
We use a simple example to explain these two problems. Consider Figure 2 . Recall that it takes about 1 second for the thermal sensor in our desktop to reflect any temperature changes. It is possible that even though the system temperature has already reached or surpassed the temperature threshold at t 1 , the sensor reading may still be lower than temperature limit. The algorithm continues to increase the speed level of the processor and thus violates the peak temperature constraint. Moreover, even though the algorithm can sense the accurate temperature at t 1 and find that it has already reached the temperature threshold, since it adjusts frequency level one at a time, it may not be able to reduce the temperature fast enough. The temperature continues to rise and violates the peak temperature constraint.
To address these problems, in what follows, we develop a reactive and a proactive DTM algorithm respectively.
Problem description
The system considered in this paper consists of N tasks, denoted as Γ = {τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ N } and M identical processors, denoted as P = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P M }. The problem discussed in this paper is how to manipulate the scheduler such that the throughput of the system can be maximized under peak temperature constraint. The formal description of the problem is represented below.
Given a task set Γ and a multi-core system P, maximize the throughput of the system under the peak temperature constraint, denoted as T T HRESHOLD . For processor P i , we use a tuple (T i , t i ) to represent the temperature of P i at a certain time point t i . To be more specific, we use T curr i and T prev i to denote P i 's current temperature and previous temperature respectively, while t curr i and t prev i are the corresponding times. In order to address the design constraints described in the previous subsection, we first introduce an improved reactive DTM heuristic. We implement a non-constant sampling period based on the practical hardware platform characteristic to reduce the response latency. Also, by defining the temperature buffer zone and building up an offline temperature speed lookup table, the algorithm quickly adjust to a proper working frequency level to improve the throughput.
After we discuses the limitation of the reactive approach, we propose our predictive thermal management algorithm. We first introduce a new temperature prediction method, which predicts the future temperature of a processor core by considering both local temperature history and neighbors' effect. Once a potential risk is detected under our temperature prediction model, i.e. the predicted temperature is over the threshold, we dynamically manage the executions of corresponding tasks on that core by either migration or DVFS. By considering the neighbors's temperature and their temperature changing trends, we can select a processor among all available candidates to improve the total system performance from a global and long-term perspective.
ENHANCED REACTIVE DYNAMIC THERMAL MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM
In this section, we give a detailed introduction about our Enhanced Reactive Dynamic Thermal Management (ERDTM) algorithm, which can maximize the system throughput while satisfy the temperature constraint.
Identify sampling period
Being able to monitor the temperature change timely and accurately so that the thermal management algorithm can react is one of the most critical issues for the reactive approach. Thus, defining the appropriate sampling period becomes critical. One intuitive idea to define the sampling period is to set the period as small as possible in order to track the temperature change quickly. However, the redundant sensor reading can cause accumulated overhead and degrade the overall system performance. Meanwhile, it takes extra power to read thermal sensor and increase the chip temperature. On the other hand, setting the sampling period too long cannot catch the temperature variations timely. Given the limitations of the temperature sensor in our platform, we set the sampling period equal to the minimal response time of the thermal sensor for temperature change. To identify the minimal temperature response time, we ran different benchmarks at different speeds with different sampling periods. The minimal interval within which the temperature sensor has the same reading is set to be the sampling period. From our empirical work, we found the minimal temperature response time is 0.98 seconds. However, in the worst-case scenario, it cannot always take 0.98 seconds to find out that the thermal sensor readings has changed. For example, the thermal reading changes exactly after one sampling point. To further improve the performance, we use non-constant sampling periods. It uses two sampling speeds, regular sampling speed, denoted as P regu and small sampling speed, denoted as P smal , where P regu >> P smal . When temperature changes are detected at the sampling point, a new processor speed will be set accordingly and the sampling period remains as P regu . If the temperature sensor remains the same value, (i.e. T curr = T prev ), the algorithm changes the sampling period to P smal and processor speed remain the same. In this work, P regu = 0.98 seconds and P smal = 0.1 seconds accordingly. In comparison with the algorithm using a constant sampling period, this approach catches temperature change and responds to it more timely.
Buffer zone and lookup table
Even though the non-constant sampling period can effectively detect a temperature change, it still takes time for the conventional reactive approach to adjust the processor speed one level at a time. Thus, when the temperature is really close to its limit, the processor speed is not decreased fast enough to cool down the temperature in time. On the other hand, when the temperature is much lower than the temperature threshold, the processor speed is not increased fast enough to maximize the throughput.
To solve these problems, we first introduce a concept called the temperature buffer zone as shown in Figure 3 . Given a temperature threshold T T HRESHOLD , the temperature buffer zone is defined as the interval of [T SAF E , T T HRESHOLD ], where T SAF E is determined by the following equation
where T is the maximum possible temperature increment within one sampling period. T can be determined empirically. Using SPEC2000 benchmark, we found that T = 4 o C. When the temperature is lower than T SAF E , we say that the temperature is in the safe region.
When the processor temperature is within the safe region, we can safely use the highest possible speed to maximize the throughput before temperature enters into the buffer zone. Thus, the problem becomes how to define the safe speed to run the task and ensure the temperature does not exceed the threshold after entering the buffer zone.
To solve this problem, we implement an offline thermal profiling analysis by collecting their temperature information associate with different execution speed. Thus, given a task set Γ = {τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ N }, T stable (τ i , s j ) denotes the stable temperature when running τ i using processor speed s j . Let S i be the speed such that
And the safe speed S saf e is determined as follows.
S saf e = min
Our Enhanced Reactive Dynamic Thermal Management algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. When a process is running, the processor uses the highest possible speed to improve its throughput if the temperature is located in the safe region (line 5-6). Otherwise, it adopts the safe speed to make sure the temperature constraint is not violated (line [7] [8] [9] . If the running task sets are known a priori, we can further improve the performance of our algorithm by building up a lookup table. The lookup table lists the tasks and their specific safe speeds under different temperature constraints, as those defined in equation (2) . In that case, we can use the corresponding safe speed depending on the current running process to further maximize its throughput.
Algorithm 1 Enhanced Reactive Dynamic Thermal Management
1: while Process is running do
2:
if T curr = T prev ; then
3:
Wait P smal = 0.1 seconds;
4:
Set processor speed to the maximum speed;
7:
Set processor speed to S saf e .
9:
end if
10:
Wait P regu = 0.98 seconds;
11:
end if 12: end while
NEIGHBOR-AWARE TEMPERATURE PREDICTION
As we discussed in Section 3, the reactive approach might not precisely react with the temperature change. Thus, an effective temperature prediction heuristic, which can accurately detect the temperature emergency, is highly demanded. In this section, we first use a motivation example to illustrate the importance of considering heat transfer from neighboring processor when developing temperature prediction algorithm, then we proposed two different neighbor-aware temperature prediction techniques.
Motivational example
The processor heat dissipation comes mainly from the power consumed by the processor. However, there is another important heat source that comes from the neighboring cores which cannot be ignored. Since the number of transistors and cores that are integrated into the CMPs chip is increasing, the power density rapidly increases. Each core also receives heat transferred from its surrounding neighbor. This heat can also heat up a core, even though it is not running at the highest working frequency.
To illustrate this scenario, we executed one set of experiments to study how different neighbor environments can affect the processor temperature. First, we selected one core of our multi-core platform, for which its working frequency was set to the minimal speed level without executing any benchmark. Then, the temperature traces of this idle core with two different neighbor environments are collected. With the Hot neighbor environment, the surrounding cores have been assigned with the highest working frequency and executing a hot process to create a high temperature neighbor environment. On the other hand, with Cool neighbor environment, all the neighbor cores have been assigned with low working frequency running a cool task. The temperature information of the idle core with two different neighbor environments is collected and plotted in Figure 4 . The experimental result clearly shows that even when the idle core does not execute any process, the heat transfer from the neighboring cores can also heat up its temperature by as much as 18 o C (i.e. 61 o C at the stable state) with the hot neighbor environment. In contrast, the idle core temperature only increased 5 o C (i.e. 45 o C at the stable state) with the cool neighbor environment.
Temperature prediction model
In this subsection, we introduce the temperature prediction model, which takes the heat transfer from the neighboring processors into consideration. It can accurately predict the future temperature of a core as well as its future trend. First, we introduce the following definitions to represent the future local temperature increment of each processor individually.
Definition 4.1. Given processor P i , the local increment factor of P i , denoted as I in i , is defined as
This local temperature increment will be used to predict the future temperature at the next sampling point, as shown in Figure 3 (∆t is the sampling period). In this work, the sampling period has been set to 1 second, since this is approximately how long it takes for the thermal sensor to reflect a temperature change [2] .
Besides its own power consumption, the temperature of a processor is also affected by other processors on the same chip, especially its neighbors. In this paper, we define the neighbor processors of a processor P i , denoted as P
N B i
, as the cores which are adjacent to P i . When predicting the temperature of a processor, we consider only the heat transfer impacts from its neighboring processors to simplify our algorithm. By considering the effect of neighbor processors, we define the following two concepts to represent the neighbors' thermal effect for a given processor. The first concept, i.e. neighbor average factor, represents the average temperature of all neighbors. The second concept, i.e. neighbor increment factor, represents the temperature increment trend of all neighbors. Two concepts are formally defined as follows. Definition 4.2. Given any processor P i , the neighbor average factor of P i , denoted as A(P i ), is defined as
| returns the number of neighboring processors of P i .
Definition 4.3. Given any processor P i , the neighbor increment factor of P i , denoted as I(P i ), is defined as
According to Definition 4.3, I(P i ) represents the average temperature increment of P i 's neighboring processors. In other words, the neighbor increment factor describes the temperature increment speed for each processor's neighbors.
Consider processor P i , the temperature increment caused by P i 's neighbors can be calculated as following
where γ 1 and γ 2 are the weights of A(P i ) and I(P i ), respectively, which can be obtained off-line.
With the above definitions, we are now ready to introduce our temperature prediction model. Let T pred i denote the predicted temperature for P i . We formulate T 
where α i , β i and γ i are weight parameters for P i . In addition, to make our prediction model more accurate, we take different processor location scenarios into consideration. Because each processor with different number of neighboring cores has different neighbor effects as shown in Figure 5 . Thus, the temperature prediction for a task τ i can be categorized into three cases: 1) τ i runs on a corner processor; 2) τ i runs on a boundary processor; 3) τ i runs on a middle processor. Then we discuss the neighbor effect for τ i by using matrix.
Temperature prediction baseT B i is a 3 × 1 vector:
Based on the different cases of processor position, i.e. corner, boundary and middle, temperature prediction weights for different scenario can be expressed as following.
• weights for corner scenario: w • weights for boundary scenario:
• weights for middle scenario:
Combine all three scenarios of τ i together, we have
Next, we introduce two temperature prediction algorithms based on the above prediction model.
Neighbor-different prediction
In this subsection, we introduce a neighbor-different temperature prediction (NDTP) algorithm, which considers all the different scenarios of neighbor processor condition as discussed in the previous subsection. We conduct the temperature prediction matrix, i.e.T i to represent the temperature prediction result for task τ i .
where T 
Since we can get the weight matrix W i off-line, the predicted temperature of τ i can be obtained on-line by determining host processor position of τ i .
The detail flow of NDTP algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. For any processor P i , we first get the current temperature from the sensor and previous temperature from history record, and denote as T respectively, as shown in line 1 and line 2. Then, based on the current and history temperatures, we estimate the local temperature increment for the next sampling period, i.e. ∆t, under the same trend of nearest history (line 3). Moreover, we take the environment of P i into consideration by calculating the neighbors' thermal effect of P i (line 4). The weight factors can be determined by identifying the processor's location (line 6). Then we predict the future temperature according to the three major factors (line 7).
Neighbor-normalized prediction
Instead of categorizing the processors into three categories and generating three different groups of weight, we propose a neighbor-normalized temperature prediction (NNTP) algo- rithm to reduce the complexity for temperature prediction by applying the least-square estimation [30] to derive one uniform and normal weight matrix for all three different neighbor cases.
For any task τ i , from equation (8), we know that the temperature prediction problem is formulated by
. To map the above temperature prediction problem into a general least-square problem, we construct a linear model for the output T pred by the following linear parameterized expression
where t = [t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ] is the model's input vector, T curr (t), I in (t) and I nb (t) are known functions of t, and α, β and γ are unknown parameters to be estimated. LetT To identify the unknown parameters,Ŵ , experiments usually have to obtain a training data set (T pred j (t); T curr j (t), I in j (t), I nb j (t)), where j = 1, ..., n. Expressed in matrix notation, the following equation can be obtained:
whereT is a 3 × 3 matrix:
Ŵ is a 3 × 1 unknown weight parameter vector:
andT pred is a 3 × 1 output vector:
If (T pred ) TT pred is nonsingular, the least square estimator can be derived aŝ
Eventually, we predict the future temperature by applying equation (8), with the corresponding task-based weight parameter obtained by equation (15) . The NNTP prediction algorithm could be described in the similar expression as algorithm 2. After calculating the local temperature increment and the neighbor effect, the weight parameters of the current task can be calculated by using the least-square estimation method. The future temperature is predicted by applying equation (7).
PROACTIVE DTM ALGORITHM
With the temperature prediction technique, we introduce our complete proactive thermal management algorithm in this section.
Candidate processor for migration
When the thermal emergency is detected by the temperature prediction technique, one solution is migrating the task away from the hot processor to bring down the temperature. To identify the appropriate destination, one common approach [13] is to migrate the task to the processor with the lowest current temperature. However, selecting the coolest processor is not always the best decision. Due to the sudden neighboring processor temperature change or the potential of the big temperature increasing rate by itself, the coolest core can rapidly become a hotspot after the next sampling interval. Thus, to address this problem in our approach, besides the current temperature of the candidate processor, we consider its neighboring temperatures, as well as its temperature changing rate to make the migration decision.
We first introduce a concept, heat index, to quantify how hot a candidate processor (i.e. P k ) is.
Definition 5.1. Given processor P k , the heat index of P k , denoted as H(P k ), is defined as
Intuitively, the smaller the heat index of a processor is, the better the candidate processor it can be.
Besides the heat index of a processor, we also consider the temperature changing rates of itself as well as its neighbors. We present the following definition, i.e. the heat index increasing factor of a processor P k , to capture this concept.
Definition 5.2. Given processor P k , the heat index increasing factor of P k , denoted as I(P k ), is defined as
According to Definition 5.2, I(P k ) indicates how fast the temperature at P k and its neighbors can increase in average. Thus, the smaller the heat index increasing factor, the better the candidate processor can be. From equation (16) and (17), we choose the migration candidate as the one that minimizes
where ∆t is the length of the sampling interval. Note that task migration is not always effective in dealing with a thermal emergency, especially when the workload is heavy. Given a processor P k in thermal emergency, it does not help much if the selected target processor (e.g. P k ) for migration has a temperature very close to the peak temperature limit, even if the H(P k )+I(P k )·∆t is minimum among all other processors. Besides, too many unnecessary task migrations may cause redundant context switch overhead, which could degrade throughput performance. To avoid this scenario, in our approach, the tasks on processor P k are only allowed to migrate to processor P k if
where T T HRESHOLD is the given temperature constraint. Otherwise, we can adopt an alternative solution to cool down the processor. Such as selecting a safe working speed for the processor P k by using the same offline thermal profiling analysis approach as presented before.
Thermal management algorithm
In this subsection, we introduce our proposed thermal management algorithm, the NeighborAware Dynamic Thermal Management (NADTM) algorithm, to maximize the throughput of a multi-core system while keeping the temperature under a predefined peak temperature limit. P k := the processor from P such that H(P k ) + I(P k ) · ∆t is minimum;
migrate current running tasks on P i to P k ; 8:
degrade the performance of P i by setting its speed to the pre-defined safe speed (i.e S
SAF E i
);
10:
The NADTM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4. For processor P i , we read the temperature sensor to get its current temperature and then predict its temperature at the next sampling point based on the method described in section 4. If the predicted temperature exceeds the temperature constraint, we will search for a candidate processor that we can migrate the tasks to. The candidate processor is selected based on method presented in section 5.1. If such a processor is not available, we select a safe speed from the thermal profile lookup table as discussed in Section 3.2.
We assume that the weights in equation (8) have been identified off-line. The safe speed to run a processor is essentially the maximum processor speed for a processor such that its peak temperature will not exceed the temperature constraint. We also assume that this speed is obtained off line.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce the experiment setup. Then we validate the accuracy of our neighbor-aware temperature prediction technique by comparing it with the enhanced reactive approach. Finally, we analyze the performance improvement of our NADTM algorithms.
Experiment setup
An overview of the practical desktop environment is depicted in Figure 6 . The target platform is a Dell Precision T1500 desktop workstation with an Intel i5 750 quad core microprocessor, which running Linux operating system with kernel version of 2.6.32. The Intel i5 microprocessor has integrated with Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology (EIST) [1] and supports 12 different working frequency levels ranging from 1.2GHz to 2.66GHz. We adopted the CPUfreq Linux kernel subsystem to implement the DVFS features. Furthermore, we implement task migration technique by changing the CPU affinity of the running process.
A Dell Precision T1500 desktop workstation has two cooling components: the heat sink and cooling fans. The cooling effect of the heat sink depends on its physical characteristic, which does not change when running an application. The fans, on the other hand, can be adjusted dynamically between the maximum of 4500RPM (rotation per minute) and minimum of 1500RPM. The fan speed is fixed at the minimal speed to ensure all experiments were conducted under the same cooling condition.
A key aspect in our study is to capture the temperature information accurately and timely. Dell Precision T1500 desktop has an external thermal sensor, located underneath the CPU chip. A more accurate method is to read the temperature value directly from the built-in digital thermal sensor integrated with each core. In our experiment, we used the on-chip thermal sensors to measure the instant temperature of the processor. The resolution of the on-chip thermal sensor is only 1 o C; and the minimal time for a temperature sensor to reflect a change in temperature is approximately 1 second [2] . To ease our implementation and tests, we adopted a Linux hardware monitoring tool called Lm-sensors to capture the temperature, to set the fan speed, to vary supply voltage and working frequency.
All experiments were carried out with the same ambient temperature. We selected six benchmarks galgel, parser, ammp, crafty, lucas and equake from the well-known commercial benchmark SPEC CPU2000, including both integer and floating point operation to obtain credible and comparable experiment results. Those benchmarks have been grouped into three categories, which are hot, warm, and cool, based on their thermal characteristics. To build up the temperature lookup table, we conducted the off-line thermal profiling analysis by running each benchmark at different CPU speeds. The stable temperatures with their corresponding speed levels were stored in a lookup table. To ensure the schedule effectiveness, each benchmark was tested with the hot benchmark applications running on its neighboring processors. In the lookup table, the safe speed is the maximal speed corresponding to the stable temperature lower than the given temperature constraint.
Prediction analysis
To evaluate the accuracy of our NADTM temperature prediction technique, we compared our heuristic with the conventional temperature prediction approach, which uses the previous and current temperature values of a processor to predict the next temperature value without considering the heat transfer from the neighboring processors. Figure 7 shows the temperature traces of running benchmark galgel, as well as the temperature prediction results based on our proposed temperature prediction method and the conventional one. From Figure 7 , we can clearly see that the temperature prediction results of using the NADTM approach are much closer to the actual temperature values than the conventional approach. Also, the NADTM approach has a smaller maximum prediction error of 1 o C comparing with 3 o C by the conventional approach. The results shown in Figure 7 demonstrate that, by taking consideration of the heat transfer impacts from the neighboring processors, the temperature prediction methods introduced in section 4 can achieve a higher accuracy than the traditional method.
To further validate this conclusion, we ran different benchmark programs on our test platform. First, temperature prediction results were collected and compared with the actual temperature value. Then the temperature prediction accuracy, using two different prediction methods, was plotted in Figure 8 . (i.e., the prediction accuracy is the number of accurate predictions over total number of predictions). In order to compare the two approaches, both results are normalized to the approach without NADTM. From Figure 8 we can see that our NADTM approach can improve the temperature prediction accuracy by 38% in average compared to the conventional approach. Based on those experiment results, our neighboring aware temperature prediction technique could effectively improve the prediction accuracy.
Performance analysis
Since our prediction technique can effectively detect the thermal emergency, we further evaluate the performance of our NADTM algorithm in term of its capability to satisfy the temperature constraints and to maximize system throughput by comparing with the conventional reactive approach presented in Section 2.1, and the ERDTM algorithm presented in Section 3.
Ideally, a thermal management schedule should push the computing system to the thermal boundary while delivering the highest system performance. At the same time, the temperature needs to be carefully maintained under the threshold. Thus, we implement each of the dynamic thermal management algorithms to control the processor temperature under a pre-defined threshold, (i.e. 55
o C in this work). After running the conventional reactive algorithm, we can see that the processor temperature violates the given threshold frequently and can exceed the temperature threshold as much as 4 o C as shown in Figure 9 . This is mainly due to two reasons: first, the thermal sensor cannot keep up with the temperature changes timely; second, the algorithm either decreases or increases the speed whenever the temperature change occur, It actually overreacts and misleads the speed setting of the processor before the temperature become stable. However, the Figure 10 shows that after we implement the enhanced ERDTM algorithm, the number of temperature violations have been significantly reduced, and the temperature oscillation range has been reduce by 50%. This is because the non-constant sampling periods can catch the temperature changes timely. On the other hand, the offline thermal profile lookup table could quickly locate the proper speed level that can satisfy the temperature constraint and dramatically reduce the redundant frequency-switching overhead. However, there are still several spikes (i.e. temperature violations) over the ERDTM algorithm. This is due to the drawback of the reactive approach itself. For example, it cannot take action until the sensor detects the thermal emergency. In contrast, our proactive NADTM algorithm can safely predict the thermal emergency as proved in the previous subsection and provide enough time for the thermal management algorithm to react the temperature change. As shown in Figure 11 , our NADTM algorithm can completely eliminate the temperature violations and let the computing system deliver maximal throughput. We analyze the throughput performance of our proposed NADTM algorithm in the next subsection.
Throughput analysis
To analyze the throughput of our NADTM algorithm, we only compare it to the proactive approaches. This is due to two reasons: first, in the previous subsection, we already proved that reactive approach cannot affectively management the processor under the temperature constraint. And, preventing thermal violation is the first priority for thermal-aware scheduling algorithm, thus any thermal violation is not acceptable for a thermal-aware algorithm. Second, because of the close correlation between chip temperature and working speed, the reactive approach has longer time to make the system temperature over the threshold, which will result in a higher throughput. Thus, it would not be fair to compare our approach to the reactive approach, which cannot satisfy the temperature constraint.
We use NP, CP to denote neighbor-aware prediction and conventional prediction, and NM, CM for neighbor-aware migration and conventional migration, respectively. The conventional temperature prediction approach refers to the one that predicts the future temperature solely based on its own temperature history. And the conventional migration approach refers to the approach that simply migrates the running tasks from the hottest core to the coolest core. As a result, we have four combinations, i.e. CP CM NP CM, CP NM and NP NM.
We first compare the throughput of each approach when running a single task on our hardware platform. In this experiment, six previously used benchmarks have been selected to provide reliable experiment results. The execution times by using different approaches have been recorded for comparison, those experiment results have been normalized and plotted in Figure 12(a) . The results show that, with the neighbor-aware prediction algorithm i.e. NP CM can improve the throughput over CP CM as much as 1.7% in average. Since our prediction technique is more accurate than the conventional approach as shown before, it helps to make better scheduling decision and thus improves the performance. Another observation is that CP NM improves the throughput over CP CM as much as 3.6%. This is because CP NM can find the appropriate migration candidate rather than simply locate the coolest core. By combining our proposed prediction and task migration algorithm together, NP NM can achieve an average of 5.8% overall throughput improvement when compared with CP CM.
To further test our thermal management algorithm, we assigned multiple tasks to the multicore platform. By gradually increasing the number of tasks running on the multicore processor, their corresponding execution times have been recorded for comparison. The execution times have been normalized and plotted in Figure 12 (b). As we can see from the experiment results, the overall throughput decreases as the number of tasks increases. Another important observation is that when the number of tasks is larger than the number of core (i.e. the number of task is more than 4 ), the throughput drops significantly. The experiment results show that the throughput for the NP CM decreased by 0.9% while the tasks increased from 1 to 6. The throughput for CP NM decreased by 3%. The throughput decreased by 3.6% for the overall NADTM algorithm. All these results show that the proposed algorithm works better with a lighter workload than a heavy workload.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first studied the limitations of the existing theoretical work. Then we developed a predictive thermal-aware algorithm for the practical multi-core platform to maximize the system throughput under peak temperature constraint. Our proposed approach takes the neighbor effect into consideration to make a more accurate temperature prediction and to determine a better migration destination. The algorithm has been validated on an Intel multi-core platform, and the experiment results illustrate that our NADTM algorithm can significantly improve the system throughput while satisfying the temperature constraint. 
